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Cranford by Elizabeth Gaskell  

- a Victorian classic 

 

Everyone has heard of Charles Dickens – even in Papua New Guinea as the group 

learned when we read Mr Pip. His 19
th
 century contemporary Elizabeth Gaskell was 

admired by her peers – including Dickens himself. Most of our group members had 

not heard of her. There has been a revival of interest in Mrs Gaskell in Britain since 

the superb BBC adaptation of Cranford which is recommended by me and everyone in 

the groups who have seen it.    

 

Charles Dickens was so impressed by her first novel “Mary Barton” that he 

commissioned her to write for him. The result was “Cranford” which was published 

serially in Charles Dickens' magazine “Household Words” from 1851 to 1853 and in 

book form in 1853. Basing her tales on the real village of Knutsford in Cheshire 

where she often stayed with her aunt, Gaskell produced a gently comic picture of  

rural life and manners during the 1830s. She disguised Knutsford by using the name 

Cranford.  

 

The novel's narrator Mary Smith (a young woman who periodically visited Cranford) 

is surely based on Gaskell herself. As an accepted outsider she was able to give an 

accurate and perceptive picture of rural life at that time; and to preserve its essence 

before the changes that would take place in the coming years of the industrial 

revolution. She focused on the small adventures in the lives of the Misses Jenkyns - 

two middle-aged sisters in reduced circumstances who did their best to maintain their 

standards of propriety, decency, and kindness. Using an intimate, gossipy voice, 

Gaskell conveyed the old-fashioned habits, subtle class distinctions, and genteel 

poverty of the characters.. Her friend Charlotte Bronte described Cranford as “graphic, 

pithy, penetrating and shrewd.”  

 

But I was nearly put off  reading Mrs Gaskell for life. Aged 11, it was a school text 

and I found it boring and unengaging. No wonder! At eleven I was not interested in a 

group of old women  living in a village in Victorian times and I was too young to 

appreciate the irony and wit of Gaskell’s writing. Thank goodness I later discovered 

Cranford for myself. And loved it. But would our groups in Berlin feel the same way? 

I was aware that its appeal might be limited. I also worried that the very cold and 

snowy February conditions in Berlin might keep the numbers down. But Mrs Gaskell 

proved to be very popular and lots of people turned out. Some cycled through icy 

roads to get to the meetings. 

 

Members who were unable to come felt strongly enough to send me their thoughts by 

email. eg 

 

I very much liked the humorous way in which Mrs Gaskell described the life of 

impoverished gentility, what was considered proper – and what was not, for example 

poor Captain Brown who never knew what a fauxpas he committed by helping an old 

woman carry her dinner from the bakehouse , and who consequently could not 

apologise for it – and how the sweet Cranford ladies decided to “spare his feelings” 

by not mentioning it. 



 

I thought, as probably many or most modern readers, the etiquette of the time very 

funny, sometimes even downright absurd. Mrs Gaskell is much funnier than Jane 

Austen (not a Victorian writer, but the quiet rural life of Cranford reminded me a lot 

of her novels) or Charles Dickens.  

 

My favourite chapter was “The Panic” where I laughed out loud many times, 

visualising Miss Matty and her household in their nightgowns and caps tip-toeing 

through the house to check the locks and bolts or Miss Matty – again – leaping into 

her bed to avoid her pet fear of someone lurking under her bed and clutching her 

ankle.  

 

I found Signora Brunoni’s story and Aga Jenkyns turning out to be “poor Peter” a bit 

far-fetched, but it provided a nice happy ending and I think this was a popular feature 

in Victorian novels : at least many of Dickens’ heroes turn out to be someone or 

other’s long-lost heir or some similar coincidence.  

The final chapters with Miss Matty’s ruin and all her friends, not to forget faithful 

Martha, rushing to help were very heart-warming and are still a good example of how 

kindness to others is never wasted. 

 

I'm sorry to miss the discussion, because I'm certain it would help a lot to put the 

novel into the historical context - just in case you'd like to know my unbalanced 

opinion: it's good to read, and certainly good stuff for a reading group, because there 

are many layers woven into it which can be discussed at length. But on the whole, I'd 

have to say that I personally can appreciate this book and I realise it's importance - 

or, in other words: it touched me intellectually, but, alas, not emotionally... 

 

Cranford was an interesting study of village life ... the importance of appearance and 

pride, and the distortion of gossip. Very much like life today. Things haven't changed 

that much, and that is what struck me most about this book. 

 

 And the very first comments at our initial meeting were not encouraging:   

 

I think Gaskell’s  a poor man’s Jane Austen – 

 

Her perceptions of provincial life I found claustrophobic. 

 

The characters are either under-developed or overpainted. 

 

Mrs Gaskell proved to be not to everyone’s taste but the majority very much enjoyed 

and appreciated her picture of provincial life – especially the lives of “genteel” 

women.  

 

The novel opens with a powerful image : Cranford is in possession of the Amazons; 

all the holders of houses above a certain rent are women. 

 

We start with the impression that the women are going to be very strong and in little 

need of men.: A man is so in the way in the house. This quote amused everyone. We 

reminded ourselves of the historical context - domestic matters were entirely in the 



hands of women - the only place where they had any power. Some would say not very 

much has changed! 

 

The women of Cranford were either spinsters or widows and had to find justification 

for their solitary lives. It was necessary to appear not to need men but there are many 

examples of how grateful they were to be given practical assistance by men, 

especially by Captain Brown. Marriage was often perceived as a nuisance. But the 

reappearance of Miss Matty’s lost love Mr Holbrook made it clear that she could have 

had a happy and compatible relationship with him. Her family considered he was 

unsuitable for a rector’s daughter, as a farmer he was beneath her, yet he is shown to 

have many qualities and a love of literature which they could have shared. We found 

this poignant and sad. Miss Matty had missed out on the chance of being a mother and 

wife by the rigid rules of class at the time.( In the 21
st
 century, mixed marriages can 

still be problematic. Couples can be shunned by their families - we gave examples of 

Turkish - German couples who encounter disapproval - largely on racial or religious 

grounds. Even marriages across classes can be difficult.) 

 

Lady Glenmire breaks free from convention by marrying Mr Hoggins, the doctor, a 

match considered to be unsuitable. But Gaskell shows how happy the couple were. 

There is even a subtle sexual reference. Lady Glenmire and her new husband are seen 

in church with broad smiles on their faces. Jessie Brown marries her Captain Gordon 

and seems idyllically happy too. Martha, Miss Matty’s faithful servant, marries her 

“follower” and gives birth to a bonny baby girl. Gaskell clearly believed in the 

advantages of marriage .Women had so few choices then. Unable to vote, freedom 

through a good marriage was their main option. 

 

Certain subjects of  conversation  were taboo in Cranford - money, death and sex.  

Horror of horrors! Captain Brown was heard speaking in a loud military voice in the 

street about his strained financial circumstances.  There were also codes of behaviour 

in Cranford – calling hours were strictly between twelve and three - and visits were to 

last no longer than fifteen minutes. Never more than three days were to elapse 

between receiving a call and returning it. Card parties were common entertainment 

and refreshments had to be modest. Mrs Forrester couldn’t afford a servant and baked 

her own cakes. Her only helper was a charity school girl but her guests played along 

with the charade that she’d not served or baked for herself. 

 

Mrs Forrester sat in state, pretending not to know what cakes were sent up, though 

she knew, and we knew, and she knew that we knew, and we knew that she knew that 

we knew, she had been busy all the morning making tea-bread and sponge-cakes. 

 

The women of Cranford were struggling to keep up appearances and adopted many 

methods of elegant economy. The Jenkyns sisters used only one candle in the evening 

but two candles had to be maintained burnt to the same length ! Older darned clothes 

were worn at home and exchanged for newer ones whenever in company. There was a 

very amusing scene when Miss Matty rushed to change her old bonnet to receive an 

unexpected visitor and returned wearing one bonnet on top of the other. No-one 

referred to her predicament- it would have been breaking the rules to embarrass her. 

 

When the Jenkyns sisters purchased a new carpet much effort was made on preserving 

its pristine condition. 



 

Oh the busy work Miss Matty and I had in chasing sunbeams, as they fell in an 

afternoon right down on this carpet through a blindless window! We spread 

newspapers over the places and sat down to our book or our work; and, lo! in a 

quarter of an hour the sun had moved, and was blazing away on a fresh spot; and 

down again we went on our knees to alter the position of the newspapers. 

 

 We noted that this is not only a nineteenth century practice - we all have met people 

who behave in the same way. Plastic covers are left on new sofas for years, new 

upholstery is protected by throws, it is common practice in Germany to remove one’s 

shoes before going into someone’s home. Some Brits in the groups still find this hard 

to do - especially when their shoes are an important part of their outfit! Another 

cultural difference is the delicate matter of how to eat peas. The polite English way is 

to prong each pea onto a fork, to shovel them into one’s mouth is the height of bad 

manners. I’m exaggerating slightly but we Brits have been trained to eat peas with 

care. This peculiar habit lingers on today. Eating peas in company is always a 

challenge. 

 

Sucking oranges in public has become more acceptable. But Miss Matty and her sister 

were very careful to withdraw from company to eat their oranges. Oranges were a 

delicacy in Victorian times and to be savoured on one’s own. But mainly because they 

were awkward to eat elegantly. Since reading this charming episode, I haven’t been 

able to eat an orange without thinking about how messy they can be! 

 

The relationship between the Jenkyns sisters is at the heart of the stories. The older 

Deborah was dominating, rather arrogant and tended to control her sister Matty. But 

even Deborah had a soft side. Women could not attend funerals alone. Deborah 

insisted on making sure Jessie Brown was able to go to to her own father’s funeral. 

She defied this ridiculous convention to accompany Jessie. Mrs Gaskell emphasised 

the absurdity of the situation by Deborah’s action of solidarity. 

 

We felt Deborah Jenkyns should have been born a man. One of us said she would 

have made a great archdeacon. Deborah also loved the intellectual exchange with 

Captain Brown - arguing that Dickens was an inferior writer to Dr Johnson. Mrs 

Gaskell must have had a lot of fun writing these exchanges.  After all, these 

“criticisms” of Dickens were being published in one of his journals. Some Victorian 

readers disapproved of Dickens – his writing was perceived as vulgar. His social 

conscience - highlighting the plight of the poorer members of society - did not go 

down well with the fading aristocracy. Mrs Gaskell skilfully mocked Deborah 

Jenkyns for being narrow-minded and an intellectual snob. 

 

We all liked Miss Matty – especially her tender heart and her bravery at coping with 

the loss of her income - and her regard for her servant Martha. Social barriers were 

broken down by their genuine concern and affection for each other. Martha even 

became her landlady for a while. Then Martha named her baby Mathilda . In her last 

years we saw Miss Matty experiencing the joys of having a baby around to love - like 

a real grandmother. 

 

Cranford has been described as a love letter to community. Beneath the gossip, petty 

rivalries and fierce respectability, was a real concern for the welfare of others. When 



Miss Matty was made bankrupt, a secret meeting was held to collect contributions for 

a fund to help her. Donations remained anonymous and were to be managed so that 

she would have no idea of  the origin of these charitable kindnesses. Miss Matty had 

to make some money and set up a tea shop in her parlour ( tea was considered 

respectable enough for her to trade in.) And she negotiated with Mr Johnson, who 

already sold tea in the village, that she would sell expensive teas and he would only 

stock the more common brands. Such co-operation would have been more difficult in 

Drumble ( Manchester) where capitalist competition ruled. But in Cranford there was 

still some honour between the tradespeople. 

 

Village life in Cranford appeared on the surface to be humdrum and monotonous. But 

many little dramas and adventures took place. The panic over the burglaries gave the 

women a real sense of adventure. They shared their fears. Miss Matty confessed to 

always being afraid of finding a man under her bed ! As one of us said, very Freudian. 

A headless ghost was imagined and weapons were kept by the doors and under 

pillows at night. A man’s coat was left hanging by the door as protection. But the 

feeble Mr Millner hid away from possible danger!   

 

Major dramas happened too. Miss Matty’s young brother Peter left home ( not to be 

seen again for many years) after her father punished him harshly. Some of us found 

Peter’s return home from India rather too sentimental. Mrs Gaskell’s own brother 

disappeared and we felt that she was living out a fantasy of his return. This made the 

ending more poignant – that the reality for Mrs Gaskell had been very different. 

 

Although Cranford is set in the 1830’s, we related to many of the dilemmas facing the 

women. Mrs Gaskell showed the difficult position of women on their own at that time. 

Clearly an early feminist, she was still very fair to her male characters. Nearly all of 

the men are positive and helpful. They have the advantage of being able to go out into 

the world. Cranford gives a balanced picture of the differences between men and 

women’s lives and what opportunities were open and closed to both sexes. Women’s 

lives were largely restricted to domestic matters.  Their status and identities depended 

entirely on their husband or father’s position in society. Maintaining respectability on 

low incomes was a challenge to these women. The little details of their daily lives 

were made amusing and touching. 

 

Cranford’s feminine values are personified by Miss Matty. Fulfilment through love, 

generosity and acceptance of change - valuing community  spirit - are lasting 

impressions. The stories are a plea for humanity, mutual support and flexibility across 

classes and sexes. If feminine values prevailed would the world be a better place.?  

 

There has been the old friendly sociability in Cranford society: which I am thankful 

for, because of my dear Miss Matty’s love of peace and kindliness. We all love Miss 

Matty, and I somehow think we are all of us better when she is near us. 

 

Highly Recommended 

 

An ironic, tender, amusing portrayal of  village life at the beginning of the Victorian 

age. Loved by most of us –with a few exceptions. Warning - may seem boring at first 

but persevere! Very good for stimulating reading group discussions.    


